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ABSTRACT: This paper is the first product coming out of my fieldwork in Aarhus, 

Denmark around the Muhammad cartoons controversy and Muslims living in 

Denmark. I have divided the paper in two sections. In the first section, I seek to reflect 

upon my fieldwork by raising certain methodological issues I encountered in 

conducting the fieldwork. The second section, tries to elaborate upon the fashion in 

which ‘religion’ is configured in Denmark. I expand on the way Protestant Christianity 

is configured as the state religion of Denmark. Following that, I will see how Islam as a 

minority religion is configured and institutionalized in Denmark. All these matters are 

regularly interlaced with my findings during the fieldwork in Denmark.  

 

                                                                            I 

LOCATING THE CONTROVERSY: ITS AFTERLIFE AND REMAINS 

I went to Aarhus, Denmark to do fieldwork on and around the Danish Muhammad 

cartoons controversy. To recapitulate, twelve cartoons of Muhammad drawn by twelve 

different cartoonists were published in a right-wing Danish daily Jyllands-Posten 

(henceforth JP) on the 30th September 2005. The idea of publishing cartoons of 

Muhammad was the brainwork of Flemming Rose, the then Cultural Editor of JP. Rose 

contacted forty two cartoonists to draw Muhammad “as they saw him”. The Danish  

Union of Journalists’ newletter reveals that fifteen out of forty two cartoonists were 

against JP’s idea calling it “a campaign initiated by JP” (Hervik 2008). Twelve 

cartoonists responded and their cartoons were published under the heading 

‘Muhammeds ansigt’, which is translated in English as ‘Muhammad’s Face’ or ‘The 

Face of Muhammad’. The cartoons were accompanied with a text written by Flemming 



Rose where he built the argument that these twelve cartoons are a measure to counter 

the position of self-censorship adopted by many Danes in the public sphere while 

speaking about Islam and its practices. To substantiate his point Rose cited the case of 

Kare Bluitgen where Bluitgen had claimed publically that he was unable to find 

illustrators for his children’s book titled The Quran and the Life of Prophet Muhammad 

before one illustrator agreed to work anonymously. Rose wrote, “The modern, secular 

society is rejected by some Muslims. They demand a special position, insisting on 

special consideration of their own religious feelings. It is incompatible with 

contemporary democracy and freedom of speech, where you must be ready to put up 

with insults, mockery and ridicule”. His text made indirect references towards two 

other events. One of the events was the assassination of Theo Van Gough, a filmmaker, 

on the 2nd November 2004 in Amsterdam when he was shot eight times with a handgun 

by a Dutch-Moroccan Muslim. The other case was a case of physical assault on a 

lecturer in the University of Copenhagen. The assailants opposed his reading of Quran 

to non-Muslims during a lecture. When the cartoons crisis was at its peak 

internationally, which was around January and February 2006, Rose made another 

point. He wrote an article in The Washington Post on the 19th February 2006, addressing 

the international readership, titled as Why I Published Those Cartoons where he wrote 

that, “And by treating Muslims in Denmark as equals they made a point: We are 

integrating you into the Danish tradition of satire because you are part of our society, 

not strangers. The cartoons are including, rather than excluding, Muslims “(Rose 2006).     

When I reached Aarhus, my first concern was how to begin the fieldwork. ‘To begin’ 

entailed questions like what is/are my research question(s) and in order to find answers 

to those questions who would be my respondents in the ‘field’. One of the questions 

that I chose to follow up further was to locate the Muhammad cartoon controversy in 

the present. At that moment, I meant something very specific by the word ‘locating’, 

which was to locate the remains, as it were, of the controversy in the ‘field’. My interest 

was to pick out the points and discursive spaces where the controversy still carries 



weight and is referred to at regular intervals to make certain claims and statements 

about the past, the present and the future. 

 

IMAGE(S) OF THE ‘FIELD’ BEFORE ENTERING THE ‘FIELD’    

Of course, the image(s) I had built of the controversy before I had entered the ‘field’ 

physically were informing my initial fieldwork decisions. What were the images of the 

‘field’ I had constructed and through what media? I will dwell on three ‘events’ and 

two theoretical positions on the cartoon controversy over here.  

The first ‘event’ relates to the figure of Kurt Westergaard. Among many reports of 

violence, arson, riots, torched embassies, ambassadors recalled, boycott of Danish 

goods, the assassination attempt on Kurt Westergaard received some amount of 

privilege in the journalistic reports on the controversy probably because this is was the 

only death threat given to some among the twelve cartoonists, which went forward to 

the extent of execution. There was an assassination attempt on Kurt Westergaard on the 

1st January 2010 by a Somali ‘Muslim’ who broke into his residence with a knife and an 

axe. He was shot and wounded by the Police and taken into custody. This was not the 

first time, however, that Westergaard had been the target of an assassination plan. 

Earlier in February 2008, two Tunisian and one Moroccan men, residing in Aarhus, 

were arrested by The Danish Security and Intelligence Services (henceforth PET) on the 

charges of planning to kill Westergaard. Curiously, the Moroccan was release after 

interrogation, while the other two men were expelled from Denmark without a trial. 

One of the Tunisians left Denmark immediately but the other one was unable to return 

and lived in Denmark under the conditions of ‘exceptional leave to remain’. This 

resulted in public agitation and fear among the Danes that what would happen if the 

Tunisian, who had allegedly plotted to kill Westergaard, accidentally run into 

Westergaard on the streets of Aarhus. This was a valid worry on the part of the Danes 

and why had PET not thought about it before granting the Tunisian the ‘exceptional 



leave to remain’ would amaze anybody. As a result of the public upheaval, a special 

law termed as ‘The Tunisian Law’ was enacted. The law entailed that the persons 

present in Denmark under the conditions of ‘exceptional leave to remain’ are obliged to 

report to the Police on a daily basis (Kulhe and Lindekilde 2010).  

The second event was the twin bombings in Stockholm, Sweden on the 11th December 

2010 that killed one and injured two. A set of emails claiming responsibility for the 

bombings, cited two reasons, viz. the cartoon of Muhammad as a dog by the Swedish 

artist Lars Wilks and the presence of Swedish army in Afghanistan 

(www.euronews.net/2010/12/12/stockholm-bombblasts-an-act-of-terrorism). In 

August 2007, a Swedish newspaper had published one out of the three drawings made 

by Wilkes of Muhammad as a dog.        

The third event was the arrests made in Copenhagen on the 29th December 2010 of the 

five “Muslims” by PET who were allegedly planning a bomb attack on Jyllands Posten 

office in Copenhagen. Four of them were Swedish citizens and the fifth one was an Iraqi 

seeking asylum in Denmark.  

By listing these events, the point I am attempting to make is that the to a great degree 

the cartoon crisis survives as a controversy that resulted in a spate of “terror” attacks in 

the Scandinavia and other violent reactions against the Danes, the Danish Embassies 

and the Danish products in the Islamic countries in Asia. This kind of a framing of the 

controversy, results in characterizing the disgruntled Muslims as ‘undemocratic, unruly 

and uncivilized’. Furthermore, it lends the category of “Muslims” to the application of 

many similar epithets. Also, this framing positions the Danes and the Danish 

government as victims of the ‘unruly, medieval and undemocratic’ actions on the part 

of the “Muslims”. Furthermore, this framing feeds into a larger discursive space of 

‘terrorism’, where events such as 9/11 and Madrid and London bombings serve as 

significant signposts.       

http://www.euronews.net/2010/12/12/stockholm-bombblasts-an-act-of-terrorism


Apart from these three events, the academic literature broadly saw the controversy in 

two moderately oppositional ways. The first position framed the whole affair as a case 

of the principal of ‘freedom of speech’ that was being thwarted by the “reactionary 

Muslims” in Denmark. According to this position, the act of publishing of the cartoons 

was a healthy measure for the democratic political system of Denmark because the right 

to free speech ensures the right to criticize religious precepts and practices. They also 

defended the publication of the cartoons by citing similar examples where other 

religions and religious figures have been the subject of ridicule and satire in various 

forms of art like films, literature, paintings etc. Hence, making a case for banning satire 

and criticism of Islam and its practices is a form of “Muslim exceptionalism” which is 

not agreeable to the ideology of democratic political systems. Some adherents of this 

position argue that lampooning the ‘scared cows’ is a righteous practice followed in the 

liberal democracies. Also, this position is more often than not buttressed by the ‘clash of 

civilization’ thesis (Rose 2006, Hansen 2006, O’Leary 2006).  

The second position argued that the publishing of cartoons cannot be simply seen as an 

instance of quelling of ‘freedom of speech’. Instead, they contend, the publication of 

cartoons has to be situated within the discursive space of wider systematic anti-Muslim 

currents within the European societies that are increasingly getting reflected in the 

policies of different kinds of the European governments. They add that especially after 

9/11 and London and Madrid bombings there is a discernable shift in the attitude of 

many European governments which is accompanied by a systematic perpetuation of 

what has come to be known as Islamophobia. Some scholars use the idiom of ‘racism’ to 

argue that the ‘Muslims’ are being constructed as the newest “ethno--racial outsiders in 

Europe” and this construction has all the characteristics of “classical racialization”. 

Speaking specifically about the Danish context, many argue that the cartoon 

controversy should not be seen as an isolated event but as a part of an overall negative 

and hostile public communications about Islam by the major political figures in 

Denmark. The generation of negative public currents against Islam and ‘Muslims’ are 



directly linked to the rise of a right wing party the Danish People’s Party in Denmark in 

the mid 1990s. In this kind of framing, the cartoons are seen as a trigger to the deeper 

problem of Muslim integration in Denmark and other European countries (Modood 

2006, Bleich 2006, Carens 2006, Lindekilde 2008, Hervik 2008, Eide, Kunelius, Phillips 

2008, Hervik, Eide, Kunelius 2008)        

 

TRANSLATING THESE QUESTIONS ONTO THE ‘FIELD’ 

It was these positions of free speech and (mis)integration of Muslims and the images of 

‘terror’ attacks, which informed my view of the ‘field’ before I physically entered the 

‘field’. The hindrance I faced at the beginning of the fieldwork was to ‘translate’ my 

view of the ‘field’ onto the actual situation I was in. Obviously, my first exercise 

entailed looking for the ‘images’ I had constructed before I entered the ‘field’, in the 

present of the actual ‘field’.  

The conceptual field of “terror” attacks seemed quite fertile from a distance and 

attracted me. This was primarily because of two reasons. Firstly, the case against the 

Tunisian ‘Muslim’, accused for attempting assassination of Westergaard was 

proceeding in a court in Aarhus. Secondly, exactly ten days after my arrival, five arrests 

were made in Copenhagen by PET, of five ‘Muslims’ who were allegedly planning a 

bomb attack on the JP offices in Copenhagen. I was taking the Copenhagen arrests by 

PET with a pinch of salt because, to be honest, the arrests of three ‘Muslims’ in Aarhus 

in February 2008 for allegedly planning an assassination attempt on Kurt Westergaard 

seemed a bit dubious to me. This was because one of the alleged would-be assassins 

was released after interrogation, the second one was expelled from Denmark without a 

trial and the other one was granted permission to stay in Denmark under the conditions 

of ‘exceptional leave to remain’.  

But despite the skepticism, entering the ‘field’ through the route of ‘terror’ attacks 

seemed fertile because of the recent activity in that zone. But what was I to do? Contact 



PET? This route was plugged for me. By this time, I had found out about two Danish 

websites which were publishing news in English. These were the English versions of the 

two Danish dailies viz. Jyllands Posten and Politiken. Although only certain ‘main’ news 

pieces were translated in English but it came as a relief because Denmark does not have 

an English version of any of its dailies. Through these websites I could also follow the 

Westergaard assassination court case. The defendant was charged under the ‘terrorism 

laws’ in Denmark. A couple of weeks before I left, the verdict was out and the 

defendant was found guilty and was served with deportation after serving nine years of 

imprisonment in Denmark. Soon the fertile field turned barren and with this my search 

for the ‘remains’ of the cartoon controversy resumed. By this time, I had begun formally 

interviewing students at the university and had started making acquaintances at the 

university and at my residence which was a students’ house. I had also started feeling 

hesitance in describing my fieldwork to be about the cartoons controversy because I 

could not find a substantial presence of the controversy anywhere except on the web 

and in the texts that stocked up in the library.  

Following up the two above cited theoretical positions on the cartoon controversy led 

me to an unexpected block. The first stand basically positioned the ‘Muslims’ as ‘anti-

free speech’ and the Danish government, which arrogated the claim to speak on behalf 

of “ethic” Danes, as ‘pro-free speech’. The second one positioned the ‘Muslims’ as 

‘victims’ of Anti-Islamic propaganda of the Danish government which escalated to new 

heights since mid-1990s. Did this position give me a beginning? Was I to look for the 

‘regressive Muslims’ or the ‘victimized Muslims’? Was every Dane a messiah of 

modernity or a disguised ‘racist’? Where was racism in the ‘field’ and where do I spot 

it? The fact that there were hardly any ‘Muslims’ in the glitzy streets of downtown 

Aarhus was to be read as a sign of ‘racism’/‘Islamophobia’? And even if there were 

young teenage “immigrants” walking the downtown, their bodies were always carried 

signs of aggression which was exhibited in the clothes they wore, the way they puffed 

their cigarettes and their general demeanour. Apart from being different in their skin 



colour, they were visibly different from the “ethnic” Danes. Is that ‘racism’? Or is that 

‘difference’?  

Something interesting happened in the early hours of the 1st January 2011, when I and 

Blesswell, a Bostwanese linguist of “African click languages” working at the University, 

were walking back home after being at a ‘private New Year’s party’. The snow had 

melted and our spirits were high, figuratively and literally. The wind was quite strong 

and throwing us back. Out of the blue, a young Danish teenager just walked into 

Blesswell giving him a strong deliberate shoulder nudge. Obviously he was not drunk 

because I saw him walking very straight towards us. Quite surprised and offended at 

this, I turned back and shouted an angry ‘Hey’ at him but he was off. As soon as I let 

out my anger, Blesswell caught my arm and said “Dude! Just keep walking and don’t 

ever do that”. Understanding his fear, I walked grumpily towards home. What caught 

my attention specifically was the immediate defensive reaction and the admonition by 

Blesswell. If he had mentally formed a strategy towards such incidents, then obviously 

he was no stranger to it, unlike me who was only eleven days old in Europe. This was 

definitely an act of ‘racism’. But where did the teenager get this attitude from? Did he 

get this from his familial socialization? Did his parents read Jyllands-Posten or some 

other right wing daily? There is no end to such conjectures. Was I to focus on certain 

specific individuals like him or was I to focus on what I was taught to be as ‘social 

patterns’? Where do I see the ‘social pattern’ here? Gradually, I felt the confidence of my 

sociological textual knowledge eroding from me. It was easier to speak of Radcliff-

Brown’s ‘social structure’ and ‘social patterns’ in the classes and tutorials or discuss 

Michel Foucault’s ‘governmentality’ and ‘bio-power’ over a cup of black coffee and 

cigarettes in the café, but translating these concepts onto the ‘field’ was not that easy.     

With this feeling, I decided to take a break for the weekend. I learned to cook different 

types of meat, bought wine and beer, stacked up some four lighters and a couple of 

packets of King’s lights. I had a pretty good time with some friends from different 

countries. Soon, the spatial segregation between the “ethnic” Danes and the Muslim 



“immigrants” became apparent. The pubs and restaurants in downtown only had 

“white” customers except one or two occasional “immigrants” and the clubs did not 

seem to have any “immigrants” either. Neither do the “immigrants” usually shop in 

downtown. You might see a “Muslim” family in their BMW, clad in expensive 

fashionable clothes but it was a rare sight. Blesswell, Dan and Sascha had their own 

American and German “immigrant” stories to share with me. They told me, for 

instance, a propaganda story about how an elderly Danish woman had turned 

hysterical and was on the verge of fainting when she found out that she would be 

operated upon by a “Muslim” doctor who also happened to have a beard. This story 

was published in the journal taken out by the Danish People’s Party. The intention 

behind producing the story was to circulate the notion that there is a feeling of distrust 

among the “ethnic” Danes towards the “Muslims”, even if they were well qualified 

doctors. It is important to emphasis the point that textually the Danish People’s Party is 

writing from the position of “ethnic” Danes, whose representation they arrogate, 

making them “aware” of a “threat” that they face from the “Muslims” by emphasizing 

the “realness” of this threat through the narration of “actual” stories. The “realness” of 

this threat is often further corroborated by similar claims made in other stories where 

phrases like ‘undemocratic, medieval and dark values of Muslims’ are frequently used 

to describe the “Muslims” and Islam. 

One of the questions I always used to ask my “white” interviewees was about their first 

reaction to two words, namely, ‘Islam’ and ‘Hijab’. Without exception, each one of them 

said that ‘Islam’ evokes images of aggression, Jihad, terrorism so on and so forth. Some 

of them were self-introspective enough to add that ‘but these are the images that I have 

gathered from the Media and I bet there is a different side to it as well’. Talking about 

‘Hijab’, they immediately exclaimed ‘it’s about women’s oppression and exploitation’. I 

went a step further with my German friend and asked him if he would ‘go out’ with a 

“Muslim” girl and he immediately responded with a slightly hesitant brooding 

expression as if he had to think hard about the matter and a five second long  ‘arrr…’ 



but then added that he would if she were ‘hot’. Then he told me about his crush on a 

“beautiful Syrian girl” in his class who turned the tables on him by rejecting his 

advances. I asked if he would ‘go out’ with a girl wearing a ‘headscarf’ and he said an 

immediate ‘No’. He was wary of entering a sexual domain that was overshadowed by 

the clouds of ‘medievalism and oppression’. Talking about ‘medievalism’, I came across 

an interesting fact about Denmark. 85% of the Danes are members of the Danish 

Protestant Church. However, only 1-2% attend the church regularly. But what is 

interesting to note is that 31% believe in reincarnation (Hervik 2008).  

I asked Sascha about his sexual preferences about “Muslim” women because questions 

like who would one want sexual intimacy with, can reveal a lot about the social and 

racial distance between people. I am not suggesting that sexual relations are only based 

upon equality which leads to “tender” intimacy because unequal sexual relations also 

work as instruments of bringing shame and humiliation upon the disadvantaged. Such 

sexual relations, which are not always forced, are usually characterized by contempt, 

hatred and emotions of self-deprecation. The act of ‘rape’ is a case in point.  

Gradually, ‘Islamophobia’ was becoming visible in various forms. But there was a 

difficulty in theorizing it because it was so diffused, entering and exiting constantly in 

different contexts, coming up in flashes and then disappearing. The journalists were 

writing about the ‘stateless’ Danish ‘immigrants’, the academia was speaking about it 

when they said the Muslims in Europe are being constructed as being the new “ethno-

racial outsiders”, people talked about it in ‘humour’, there were rumours about it, it 

was very visible on the web and Facebook, there were constant stories floating around 

about the “White Pride” beating up ‘immigrants’ at a football match and the 

‘immigrants’ not affirming to ‘civil’ behaviour because they vandalize the school 

window panes and even steal everything they see. It was a seamless circulation of 

mixed and contradictory responses, facial expressions, humour, spite, arrogance, 

rebellion. I was supposed to not only take seriously the statements people made usually 

non-seriously but I was supposed to make sense of it all. What can one call it – 



anthropological vertigo? There was definitely something being talked about and being 

reacted to but it lacked a specific structure, it lacked a definite form which could be held 

and grasped. It was like sitting on the road and watching cars pass by, being driven by 

someones you cannot visually hold because they zip past you at 80 Km/hr but one car 

keeps getting substituted by another car and being driven by another someone. Can I 

hold that someone/something mentally? Can I weave the fragments together and write 

about it in a definite unbroken form? What theoretical meta-narrative can I use or 

substantiate through my fieldwork? I was noticing a gap between the two theoretical 

positions and what I was seeing and experiencing.   

 

MOSQUES AND IMAMS 

I decided to quit the ‘vertigo’ and look for structures, to levitate myself, as it were, from 

the midst of conversations to some unknown level above. I wanted a cartographic view 

where I could locate and place the dispersions I was speaking about. My fieldwork 

received a shot in the arm when I received a list of Mosques and their respective Imams’ 

contact details in Aarhus by Lene Kulhe from the Department of Religion Studies. This 

was a one of the maps I was looking for. I never knew that a piece of paper could be so 

therapeutic for vertigo.  

In the course of my fieldwork, I met and interviewed three Imams and a spokesperson 

of one of the Turkish “ethno-cultural organization”, out of the list given by Lene Kulhe. 

Other than that, I interviewed and held regular conversations with eight Danes (which 

included three Muslims) and three non-Danes staying in Aarhus- a German, an 

American and a Botswanese who had been staying in Europe for the past five years.  

The Imams were from Afghan, Arab and Somali Mosques. Getting an appointment with 

them was quite a task because I had to use an interpreter for the interviews. The Imams 

did not speak Danish unlike other Danes. The Turkish spokesperson I met, told me flat 

on my face that he would not like to speak about the cartoon controversy because it was 



“political” and something which was in the past. However, if something that was 

allegedly in the past, had caused some discomfort to the spokesperson in the present, 

then that something although configured in the past was tied up with the present as 

well. I received similar reactions from the rest of the three Imams. However, during my 

only interview with the Imam of the Arab mosque, something unexpected happened. 

Usually each one of the Imams I had met were extremely careful about what they said 

about Islam in Denmark and can be described as being diplomatic. But the Imam of the 

Arab mosque could not hold on to his composure and after twenty minutes spoke 

anxiously about the cartoon controversy condemning the centre-right Danish 

government and comparing the Danish state with other European states like Germany, 

UK, Sweden etc. The interview lasted for half an hour and he seemed a bit out of breath 

and embarrassed at the end of it. I could not get another interview with him. Aware of 

this discomfort, right from the beginning I had decided to discuss the associations 

where the mosques were physically located, the various activities that the associations 

organized and carried out and about general integration matters in Denmark. Each one 

of the mosques used to have lessons in Arabic and Quran for the youth. There were 

special classes for women interested in Islam and Arabic. Some “ethnic” Danish women 

used come for these classes as well. On some specific dates, the youngsters were alson 

helped out with their school homework. The Turkish organization I interviewed also 

trained a football team which was part of the local Aarhus football league. I was able to 

speak with them about the cartoon controversy, but it was always framed as a part of 

the general discourse on integration issues in Denmark.    

I will say a few important things about the fashion in which ‘religion’ is configured in 

Denmark. Section 69 of the Danish constitution grants all citizens the right to “organize 

in communities and worship God according to their conventions”. This grants religious 

freedom to everybody in Denmark. But, there is inequality between religions in 

Denmark. According to Section 4 of the Danish constitution the evangelical-Lutheran 

Church is “the Church of the Danish people, and thus supported economically by the 



state”. This is partly done through a special tax (2.5% of the taxable income) which is 

supposed to be paid by the Danish citizens who are members of the Lutheran Church. 

However, one can opt out of paying this tax. Thus, the evangelical Church is a state-

church in so far as the organization of the Church is regulated by law and it is 

economically supported by the Danish state.  

How are the minority religion configured in Denmark? The minority religions, which 

predominantly include Catholic Christians, Jews and Muslims, can organize freely but 

unlike the Protestant Church they do not receive a direct support from the Danish state. 

In this regard, there is a very unclear distinction between the “recognized religious 

communities” and the “approved religious communities”. The Jews and Catholics are 

“recognized religious communities” in Denmark. In concrete terms, the official status of 

“recognized religious communities” means that the “priests” of these communities have 

the right to perform legally binding marriages. The Muslims started immigrating to 

Denmark since the 1970s either as production labourers or as refugees. They have been 

able to obtain the status of “approved religious communities, which de facto gives the 

community the same rights as the recognized religious communities. However, this 

difference in the legal status is still a matter of contention for the Muslim organizations 

because they attach symbolic value to the fact that none of Muslim communities are 

established as the “recognized religious communities”. The status of being “approved” 

endows another right to the Muslim communities, which is of importing religious 

authorities i.e. Imams from abroad if necessary. The Imams from abroad can be granted 

a period of four years in order to preach in Denmark. There is no provision of training 

Imams in Denmark (Lindekilde 2008). Consequently, many Imams in Denmark are not 

full-time Imams and are employed in various positions outside the religious institutes. 

Sometimes a community appoints a person as the Imam if he has “reasonable” 

knowledge of Islam. 

Muslim institutions across Europe have been distinguished as Islamic Centres, ad hoc 

Mosques and Musallas. Islamic centres are multifunctional centres of significant size, 



Mosques are places built specifically for worship and Musallas are simple prayer halls. 

There are no mosques in Denmark which are specifically built from the ground for the 

purpose of worship. However, during my stay clearance was given to build two grand 

scales mosques in Copenhagen- a Shia and a Sunni mosque. The mosques in Denmark 

are organized in basements, apartments or empty warehouses. This makes them 

Musallas. However, nearly all Islamic centres in Denmark have a specific space for 

worshipping where the prayers are led by the Imam. The mosques in Denmark are 

organized on ethno-cultural lines e.g. Arab mosques, Turkish mosques, Somali 

mosques, Afghan mosques etc. Usually the mosques are privately funded by the 

members and a few mosques, especially the Arab mosques also receive funding from 

abroad (Lindekilde 2008). Nearly all the mosques in Aarhus are registered as “ethno-

cultural organizations” and not as mosques i.e. as religious organizations because 

religious organizations cannot receive funding from the Danish government whereas 

“ethno-cultural organizations” can. Hence, each one of the mosques I visited was either 

“ethno-cultural organizations” or “private schools”, except perhaps one. Thsey are 

named as: Arhus Islamiske Trossamfund (Aarhus Islamic Community), Ligheds- og 

Broderskabsforeningen (Equity and Fraternity Association), Masjed-e-Sharif and Den 

Arabiske Kulturforening (The Arab Cultural Society).     

                                                            ----------X--------- 
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